Meadowside Designs
Tutorial for mitred binding.
Having trimmed the excess wadding and backing from your quilt and made sure
it is reasonably ‘square’ and flat it is time to bind it.
For mitred binding you will need a strip long enough to go all round the quilt plus
a good 20 inches extra.

Start about two thirds of the way down one side of
the quilt and pin first bit of binding in place, matching
the raw edges of the binding and the quilt. Leave
about 10 – 12inches of binding free at the start.

Pin to the corner and mark a dot on the seam line the
same distance from the bottom of the quilt – usually
¼ inch or thereabouts.

Stitch the binding in place and stop when you get to
the marked dot.

Stitch off to the corner of the quilt at 45°. Pull the
quilt from the machine and cut the threads.

Flip the binding strip back so that it lies parallel
with the next side of the quilt – it should fold at a
45° angle.

Hold, or pin, that fold and fold the strip back so it lies
along the raw edge of the quilt and the top fold is
against the top of the quilt.
Pin the folds in place and mark (a crease will do)
where the diagonal fold is – run your thumbnail along
it.
Mark where the crease meets the new seamline.

Put the needle into that mark and start stitching
again. Try not to put the needle into the fold, it
should be just in front of it. Repeat this process
with every corner as you come to it.

Stop stitching when you get back to the side you
started with – stop at least 10 inches from your start
point – and preferably a lot more, the more space
you have to manoeuvre your binding strips the
better.
The gap here was a bit too tight for comfort.

Now fold those binding ends back on themselves
so they almost (a gap of slightly less than ¼
inch) meet in the middle of the gap you left.

Cut one of them at the fold.

Mark the fold on the other strip with a pin. Unfold
it and lay it along the edge of the quilt – move
the cut strip out of the way.
Use the cut-off piece as a guide – open it out and
place it next to the pin on the side towards the
end of the strip (this bit is important!)

Now cut the strip next to the guide – on the side
furthest from the pin.

If you place the guide on the wrong side of the
pin, or cut on the wrong side this is what you
end up with – binding strips that don’t meet and
you either have to start again or add a ‘patch’.

Assuming all has gone well so far you now need to
put the two ends of the strips at right angles to each
other, right sides together. You will be joining them
on the diagonal just as when you joined the strips
cut for binding.
Pin first and check. The binding should lie flat along
the quilt.

If you’ve managed to pin it the wrong way then
you will have a twist in the binding.

If you have pinned them together correctly then they
lie flat.

Once you have them pinned correctly
mark the diagonal and pin. If you haven’t
left enough of a gap between the ends this
is the stage you will struggle with as you
try to get those ends at right angles and
flat. Lots of pins is the answer!

Now stitch that diagonal marked line.
Take the pins out and check the binding still
lies flat.
If all is well you can trim the excess triangle
off (take care!).

Then finger press the seam open.

Lay the binding back along the quilt edge and stitch
in place.

And breathe!

That is only one way of many to join the ends of a continuous mitred binding.
You will find another method in our book Right from the Start published by
Traplet.

If all else fails – cheat.

Either cut one end of the binding at a 45° angle
or leave it straight. Fold back and press a ¼ inch
(or so) seam allowance.
Trim the other end of
the binding so it
overlaps the cut and folded end by at least ½ inch.
Tuck it inside the cut and folded end so the binding
lies flat.
Stitch to the edge of the quilt and then slip stitch
the folded seam allowance as invisibly as you can.
With luck no will ever know.

Fold the binding to the back of the quilt then
pin and hem in place as for butted bindings.

When you get to the corners, these should
automatically fold into a mitre on the front
of the quilt.

Fold them on the back of the quilt –
preferably in the opposite direction to the
fold on the front as it looks a lot neater.

When all the edges are stitched you can go back to the corners and slip stitch
those little gaps closed as well.

And that’s it – apart from its label, the quilt is finished.

